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the impossible. Nearly every one of them, for instance, included
the intention to restore universal military service in one form
or another, which, being contrary to the Treaty of Versailles,
was unconstitutional, and the carrying out of which would have
provoked an international crisis. As expressions of what the
German calls a Weltanschauung^ they reflected no little credit on
the studiousness of the party executive, but they left the elector
who did not bother about a Weltanschauung very cold, since
even the most hardened party man knew that, if there had been
the slightest chance of obtaining the power to realize them,
they would have been very different documents. Politics was
saved from complete unreality because in local parliaments there
were "real" issues* and practical results, and because only by
voting for a party could the elector express his view on the burning
issue of the moment—foreign policy coupled with the mainten-
ance of the republican constitution.
The 1920 election had been fought largely on prejudice
and personalities with that double issue dominant, and its net
result was the failure of anti-republicanism to get a majority.
With the advent of Stresemann the issue of foreign policy was
clearly posed, and in the two elections of 1924 it was really
the only issue. That is to say, for seven years the electorate had
actually returned a mandate on one point only and otherwise
left all else, as it had to leave it, to the party committees. But
* It is not possible to do more than allude to another cause of party chaos:
the internal dissolution of parties as the result of the maintenance of state
parties as well as national parties. The existence of state parliaments in which
important local issues were decided led to the creation of state party executives
as well as to that of state parliamentary parties, and these were as often as not
at feud with the national executives, carrying the feud sometimes as far as
did the Bavarian Centrists who made the Bavarian People's party, which
originally was an integral part of the Centrum for the purpose of national
elections^ into a separate national party. The confusion that arose when a state
executive speaking for an important section of a national party could block
the action of the national executive may be imagined, but it was nothing to
the confusion caused to the elector who in local and national elections found
himself voting for different parties j for example, voting Ipr the Nationalist in
Prussia where no national issue was involved, and against the Nationalist at a
general election because he disliked Nationalist foreign policy, There were
many cases where the voter admitted cheerfully that he had voted for three
different parties at the communal, the state, and the national election, and even
to membership of two presumably hostile parties.

